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1 Overview

This is a Deliverable of the Personal Information Navigator Adapting Through Viewing,
PinView, project, funded by the European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme
under Grant Agreement n◦ 216529.

The report constitutes an output of the Work Package 6 Semantic sub-categorisation
features which aims at improving the state-of-the-art in visual categorisation performance.
The main research outcomes of Task 6.2 Information fusion and confidence are described
in this report. The prototype developed for this task, which constitutes Deliverable 6.2.2 is
described in another report [8].

The research developed for this task consists in the following threads:

1. Fusion of visual saliency information and low-level features. This is a straightforward
continuation of Task 6.1.

2. Investigation of confidence estimation methods for information fusion.

For the first thread, in addition to the method presented in Section 6.3 of the deliverable
6.1 [7], a number of methods for automatic estimation of visual saliency were implemented.
These methods were used to weight local features in the same manner that was done when
using eye gaze data, described in D6.1. Automatic methods enable the evaluation of our
weighting scheme on large datasets, such as the PASCAL VOC2007 dataset, including all
the 20 classes of objects. Our results with a top-down method of the automatic saliency
estimation methods are promising. We also evaluated the use of saliency maps generated
using the object locations pointed using mouse clicks. The categorisation results obtained
with this method represent a significant improvement over the unweighted baseline. This
task involved collaboration between XEROX and TKK in the generation of top-down saliency
maps.

The second thread about the use of confidence estimation methods for information fusion
has had a high level of collaborative work with contributions from XEROX, SOTON, UCL
and MUL. The main goal of this thread is to associate a confidence score to each test sample,
for each source of information. These confidence weights are associated to each classifier,
potentially leading to better results than a näıve combination. We evaluated methods for
three different types for confidence estimation:

• a method based on p-values of classifiers;

• a method based on distance to the margin;

• methods based on density estimation.

The work presented in this report will be continued mainly in PinView task 6.3 Sub-
categorisation with limited data, which will use information transfer in order to further in-
crease the robustness of an image categorisation system with limited data. Other WPs will
benefit from the research outcomes from this task. For instance, the investigations on the
estimation and use of saliency maps should provide insights to T2.2 Relevance of parts of an
image from the viewing pattern. The same is true for the work on information fusion with
confidence w.r.t. WP3 and WP4, since both these WPs should benefit from a combination
of sources of information. The other outcome of Task 6.2, described in D6.2.2 [8] should
facilitate collaborations and be helpful in the implementation of a final prototype in WP8.
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2 Introduction

This document reports the work on two different fronts related to the broad concept of using
confidence estimation and fusion for image categorisation. In the first part (Section 3), we
focus on sub-image level confidence and explore the use of visual saliency maps as means
of indicating the relevance of local features. The method described in D6.1 [7] which was
evaluated with saliency maps obtained with eye gaze data is evaluated here with saliency
maps obtained using automatic methods. We evaluate one bottom-up method and two top-
down methods. Additionally, we also evaluate saliency maps computed using explicit feedback
provided by mouse clicks.

An obvious advantage of the automatic methods is that it is much easier to evaluate them
with large datasets, since they do not require gaze tracking measurements from several users.
For the saliency maps based on mouse clicks, we took advantage of the laborious annotation
that is provided for the PASCAL VOC challenges. The annotators have drawn bounding
boxes around instances of all the 20 objects of interest in all the images of VOC 2007 and
VOC 2008 (approximatelly ten thousand images per dataset).

The second part of this report (Section 4) focuses on sample-based confidence. It explores
the use of different measures of confidence associated to new samples in a visual categorisation
task. The goal is to use confidence scores to weight classifiers using a combination of different
sources of information. In the experiments presented here, the sources of information consist
of different types of low level visual features. This report concludes in Section 5.

3 Images as Sets of Weighted Features: Experiments with
more Saliency Estimation Methods

This section starts with a brief review of the weighted Fisher kernel method proposed in D6.1
(Section 3.1). This is a framework that has proven useful for improving image categorisa-
tion [7] performance using saliency maps obtained from gaze data. Nevertheless, gaze data is
not often available. In the absence of visual attention data obtained from gaze measurements,
we can resort to some automatic saliency detection methods. Therefore, in Section 3.2 we
describe some of the automatic visual saliency estimation methods that are evaluated with
the weighted features framework in Section 3.3. Conclusions about these experiments are
drawn in Section 3.4.

3.1 A Brief Recall of the Weighted Fisher Kernel Method

In this paragraph, we briefly recall the Weighted Fisher Kernel Method, which is described in
detail in [7]. The main idea is to incorporate location relevance weights in the Fisher kernels
method based image categoriser proposed in [29].

If the image is represented by a set of low level features of dimension d X = {xt}t=1..T

(x ∈ Rd), the image is characterised in the original approach by the following gradient vector:

L(X|λ) =
1
T
∇λ log p(X|λ) =

1
T

T∑
t=1

∇λ log p(xt|λ) (1)

where we assume independence between the observations xt and where each observation
contributes equally to the global likelihood.

Here in contrast, the contribution of each individual feature vector xt is weigthed based
on its location relevance (see details in [7]):

L(X|λ) =
1
T

T∑
t=1

ψt log p(xt|λ) (2)
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where
∑

t ψt = T .
The location relevance ψt of a feature1 can be estimated by several methods. They might

come from user feedback in the form of explicit or implicit feedback or by some automatic
method using the image content itself. In [7] we explored the former methods, especially
the implicit feedback provided by the eye fixation captured by a gaze tracking system. The
experiments showed that eye gaze data provides crucial location relevance information that
can be used to improve categorisation results if incorporated as weights in the Fisher Kernel
categorisation method2

However, gaze tracking systems are not yet ubiquitous and getting eye fixation data from
a large set of images is impractical. In the absence of visual attention data obtained from
gaze measurements, we can resort to automatic methods. These methods may not be able to
give a very accurate location relevance measure, but they are more practical and can be much
faster than getting gaze data. Therefore, in the first part of this section (Subsection 3.2),
we show several possibilities to automatically obtain location relevance weights and then in
Subsection 3.3 compare them based on how they influence the categorization accuracy.

3.2 Automatic Methods to Obtain Location Relevance Weights

This section describes several methods that can be used to automatically compute the location
relevance weights ψt of a feature.

As our previous experiments with location relevance with eye fixation were successful, a
first obvious choice would be to use methods that try to model the human visual attention.
Most models for visual saliency detection and thumbnail extraction were inspired by the
human visual system and can be grouped in bottom-up, top-down and hybrid approaches:

• Bottom-Up Methods Human attention is interpreted by some as a cognitive process
that selectively concentrate on the most unusual aspects (visual surprise) of an environ-
ment while ignoring more common things. To model this behavior, various approaches
were proposed based on the extraction of a set of intrinsic low level features (contrast,
color, orientation) and process images without considering any high-level information
of the image contents. These methods are usually based on heuristic models of biolog-
ical vision systems [16, 36, 20]. Interest point detectors [25, 17] can be seen also as a
particular bottom-up saliency detection model.

• Top-Down Methods Top-down visual attention processes are considered driven by
voluntary control, and related to the observer’s goal when analyzing a scene [38] and
can give different responses, depending on the search task or the object of interest.
These methods take into account higher order information about the image, such as
context [39] , structure and often model task-specific visual search [26, 41]. They usually
require a training phase, in which models for object of interest, image context or scene
categories are learned. Object detection and localization can be seen as a particular
case of top-down saliency detection.

• Hybrid. Most of the saliency detection methods are hybrid models leveraging the
combinations of the bottom-up and top-down approaches [16, 3, 37, 44]. In general,
they are structured in two levels, a top-down layer filters out noisy regions in saliency

1Note, that a feature xt corresponds to a local image patch/region on which the low level feature was
computed.

2Actually, we also showed that similar relative improvements can be obtained on classical bag-of-visual-
words (BoV) [34, 4] by adding weights to the feature occurences. Nevertheless, in both cases (weighted and
unweighted) we obtain lower performances than with the Fisher representation. Therefore, in this deliverable,
our experiments were done only with the latter.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Bottom-up saliency maps computed for sample images (a) using: (b) gaze data of
28 people (σ = 2.8% of the image height); (c) Itti and Koch’s method (I&K) [16]; and (d)
I&K’s map smoothed out with the same σ used for gaze data.

maps created by the bottom-up layer. In most cases, the top-down component is
actually reduced to a human face detector [16, 37] or face and text detector [3].

In what follows we describe briefly those methods which were used in our experiments.

3.2.1 Bottom-Up Saliency Maps

We have done experiments with the bottom-up saliency estimation method of Itti and
Koch [16] (more specifically, the re-implementation of [43]). This model is based on the
analysis of multi-scale descriptors of colour, intensity and orientations using linear filters.
Center-surround structures are used to compute how much features stand out of their sur-
roundings. The outputs of the three descriptors are combined linearly leading to a continuous
map of relevance. Figure 1 shows a few examples of bottom-up saliency maps obtained with
Itti and Koch’s method without (c) and with Gaussian smoothing (d).

However, it was noticed that people have an overall tendency to fixate to the center-most
region of the images [11]. Therefore, we also experimented with a simple method where
we assumed that the image center is the only fixation point and we centered different sized
non-isotropic (but with diagonal Σ ) Gaussians on it. This obviously leads to a saliency map
where the weights of the patches are decreasing with their distance from the center. Figure 2
shows a few such maps with varying Σ.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2: Non-isotropic Gaussian centered saliency maps computed for sample images (a)
using the following (diagonal) values for Σ: (b) σw = 0.3w and σh = 0.3h where w and h
are the width and height of the image (c) σw = 0.2w and σh = 0.2h and (d) σw = 0.1w and
σh = 0.1h.

3.2.2 Top-Down Saliency Maps

We have to distinguish here two main cases. In the first case, we are learning a binary class
that discriminates between salient and non-salient regions. In this case, we are not learning a
specific semantic class and therefore the method leads to a single salient map. In the second
case, one or several semantic visual classes are defined, and the relevance of a region is related
with a given visual class. In this case we have a relevance map per visual category that we
also call class probability maps. Nevertheless, both cases can be handled in a single example
based learning framework. In the former case we have training salient and non-salient regions;
in the latter case semantically labeled regions.

To create such top-down saliency maps, many object detection or semantic segmentation
algorithms can be applied. We briefly describe here three methods with which we experi-
mented:

1. Fisher Kernel-based Patch Class Probability Maps

The main idea of this method proposed in [5] is that each local patch is represented
with high-level descriptors based on the Fisher Kernel. Patch level linear classifiers are
then trained on labeled examples allowing us to score each local patch according to
its class relevance. These posterior probabilities can further be propagated to pixels
leading to class probability maps. Depending on what examplary labels are used, they
can be either saliency vs non-saliency maps (a single class) or a set of semantic class
maps (several classes such as people, car, cow, etc).

Figure 3 shows the main steps of this approach. In a nutshell, given an image the
proposed approach works as follows. First, patches are detected at a multi-scale grid
and low-level descriptors (local RGB statistics and SIFT-like features) are computed
for each patch. In both feature spaces (color and texture) a visual vocabulary is built
using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) where each Gaussian corresponds to a visual
word. Given a low-level descriptor and the generative model (GMM), each patch is
described by a high-level representation ∇λ log p(xt|λ) using Fisher Kernel framework
(see also [29, 7] and equation (1)).

These high-level patch descriptors are labeled based on the intersection of the cor-
responding patch with relevant regions in training data3 then a linear sparse logistic

3Here, “relevant regions” are regions with some foreground label or labelled as “salient”.
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Figure 3: A scheme illustrating the Fisher Kernel based class probability maps creation.

regression method [21] is trained for each relevance class. For test images, similar high-
level descriptors are computed for each patch that are scored with respect to each class.
These scores are converted into probabilities and propagated from the patch center to
each pixel with Gaussian smoothing, generating a smooth saliency map for each class.
The saliency maps from different feature types (color statistics and SIFT-like texture)
are combined (product) to obtain the class probability maps.

2. Learning saliency from labeled nearest neighbours

This method proposed in [23] is based upon a simple underlying idea: images sharing
visual appearance are likely to share similar salient regions. Following this principle (see
also Figure 5), for each training image the K most similar images are retrieved from
an indexed database and Fisher Kernel based high level descriptors were computed for
each patch in the retrieved images. These patches were labeled according to manual
annotations available and the color and texture high level descriptors are concatenated.
Collecting independently the salient high level descriptors and the non- salient high
level descriptors, we can build two Fisher Vectors using equation (1) that can be seen
as salient (foreground) and non-salient (background) models. Then for each patch in the
test image we again concatenate the color Fisher Vector and the texture Fisher Vector
and are concatenated and based on its similarity to the foreground and background
models we compute a saliency score for it. Then, similarly as above, the scores are
propagated from patches (or sub-windows) to pixels generating a smooth saliency map
(see for further details [23]). In Figure 6(c) we show examples of saliency maps obtained
with this method on a few images.

3. Tree-structured Self-organizing Map-based Relevant Image Region Detection

This saliency map generation method takes two sets of training images as input. The
generated saliency map pinpoint the image regions that are chacteristic to either one
of the image sets but not both. For the experiments of this report, we always take one
of the image sets to be the complement of the other set, for example set of cat and not-
cat images. This saliency map generation principle has the property that background
as well as foreground regions of an image can be identified as discriminative. In our
example, cat images might be recognised by the bedroom environment where cats are
often photographed as well as by the whiskers and nose of the cat itself. The relative
importance of these two characteristics of cat images depends on the content of the
non-class images, i.e. whether the non-class images also display bedroom scenes or
contain other animals with whiskers.

Technically, the saliency estimation problem is converted to a supervised classification
problem by extracting a number of rectangular patches from each training image. On
average, approximately 140 patches are extracted from each image. The visual prop-
erties of each patch are described with three feature vectors: a 256-dimensional colour
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Top-down saliency maps computed for sample images (a). While in (c) we esti-
mated salient maps learned from eye tracking data (in (b) is the corresponding ground truth
we tried to estimate), in (d) we used the labeled bounding boxes (cats,dogs) to learn class
related (pet) salient maps.

histogram, a 128-dimensional edge distribution descriptor and a 128-dimensional his-
togram of interest point SIFT descriptors. A separate supervised soft classifier, based
on the Tree-structured Self-Organizing Map (TS-SOM) clustering algorithm [19], is
trained for each of the three feature spaces to separate the patches originating from the
two image classes. Further details can be found in [41, 7].

When the saliency map for a novel test image is to be estimated, the image is divided
into patches and each one described with the three feature vectors. For each feature,
a score value is estimated with the corresponding soft TS-SOM classifier. Positive
scores indicate that the patch is more likely to come from the images of the first image
class rather than the second, and negative scores the opposite. Elementary classifier
fusion is performed by summing the three feature-wise scores for each patch. After
this, the absolute value of the score is taken, reflecting the confidence that the patch
is characteristic to exactly one of the image classes. Finally, the rectified patch scores
are interpolated to obtain a smooth saliency map for the whole image. Figure 7 shows
a few example maps obtained with this method.
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Figure 5: A schema illustrating the learning saliency from labeled nearest neighboors ap-
proach.

3.2.3 Location Relevance Weights from Saliency Maps

Different strategies can be used to compute the relevance weight ψt of a patch xt from a
saliency map, such as the saliency value of the patch, center or the mean or maximum value
in the saliency map of all pixels that belong to the patch. These strategies were compared in
the case of the eye tracking data in [7] and it was found that the mean of all the pixels gave
the most stable results. Therefore, here we only use that strategy.

Furthermore, we have to distinguish two cases. First, we have a single saliency map
(bottom-up or top-down trained with a single class label) and therefore a single weight per
extracted feature. In the second case, we have class dependent saliency maps and therefore
we generate a set of class dependent weight factors ψc

t for each feature xt. Accordingly, we
obtain a different weighted Fisher representation per class when applying equation (2):

f c
w =

T∑
t=1

ψc
t log p(xt|λ) (3)

In this latter case, each one-versus-all classifier will have as input the corresponding class
dependent Fisher representation.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Row (c) shows top-down saliency maps computed for sample images (a) of VOC
dataset using the method based on labelled nearest neighbours. To train the foreground and
background model, the bounding boxes of all classes were considered as relevant region. In
(b) we show a smoothed version of these bounding boxes that we used to simulate an implicit
feedback experiment on PASCAL VOC data (see details in section 3.3).

3.3 Experiments with Automatic Weighting Methods

In this section, we present categorisation experiments using weighted representations obtained
automatically. The methods were evaluated on two datasets:

• The Cats&Dogs Dataset was built to collect eye gaze data. It is a subset of images of
the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [9]. Details on the eye gaze data collection are detailed
in [7], here we just briefly recall that it contains three classes: cats (105 images), dogs
(105 images) and a third class which consists of other objects, which we labeled as the
‘neither’ class (52 images). It was important to do experiments with this data in order
to compare the automatic weighting results with the method where the weights were
obtained from eye scanpaths.

• The PASCAL VOC dataset is a benchmark dataset [9] that contains images of 20
classes of objects. The categorisation challenge consists of detecting classes of objects
in the images and the results are evaluated with the mean average precision for all the
classes. All the objects were manually labeled with rectangular bounding boxes. To
train the classifier we used the PASCAL VOC 2008 [10] training dataset (both train and
validation containing 2113 and 2227 images, respectively). The graund trutht labels
of the VOC 2008 test set are not available yet, so we evaluated our method using the
VOC 2007 test set containing 4952 images.

In our experiments we compared the weighted Fisher Kernel method using the following
saliency maps:

• BSL – The baseline method obtained with unweighted Fisher representations. This
also corresponds to a uniform saliency map.

• IF-Gaze – Saliency method using implicit feedback. In case of the Cats&Dogs we used
the available eye tracking data. Here we show the best results obtained by weighting
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input imgs cat dog neither

Figure 7: Top-down saliency maps computed using the TS-SOM method for sample images
for classes cat, dog and neither.

the Fisher representations using smoothed eye fixation maps (see also [7]).

• IF-SBB – As we do not have eye tracking data for the whole PASCAL VOC dataset,
we used an oracle experiment, which uses saliency maps computed from bounding boxes
for both training and testing images (can be seen as a user drawing bounding boxes
as explicit feedback). In order to preserve background information in our representa-
tion, instead of using the bounding boxes as binary maps, we centered non-isotropic
Gaussians on the bounding boxes. Their standard deviation for each dimension is pro-
portional to the width and height of the boxes. For this reason they are referred to as
the Soft Bounding Boxes (SBB), see Figure 4(d) for examples.

• I&K – The bottom-up saliency maps of Itti and Koch [16]. It has the advantage of
not requiring any training step or data. On the other hand, it leads to disappoint-
ing categorisation results, possibly because they are too sharply peaked and noisy, as
illustrated in Figure 1(f).

• S-I&K – Similarly to what was done in the case of eye gaze data (see [7]), we exper-
imented with smoothing the saliency maps obtained by Itti and Koch’s method [16].
This was done by convolution with Gaussian using σ = 8%h where h is the image
height4.

• CGM – Centered Gaussian Maps. We tested different diagonal Σ of the Gaussian,
with varying s, where σw = s ·w and σh = s ·h where w and h corresponding to the the
width and height of the image. Here we report the best results which were obtained
with s = 0.2 for Cats&Dogs Dataset (more focused to the center) and s = 0.3 for
PASCAL VOC (where we require more knowledge about the background).

• KNN Learning saliency from labeled nearest neighbours where the 30 nearest neigh-
bour were used to train the foreground and background model with all available bound-
ing boxes (all classe in case of PASCAL VOC dataset) considered as salient regions in
the retrieved images.

4We chose the sigma value that performed the best in the case of eye tracking data on.
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• FK-PCPM – Fisher Kernel-based Patch Class Probability Maps were trained on
gaze data when tested on the Cats&Dogs Dataset. Here we trained a salient ver-
sus non salient patch classifier. The positive labels were obtained by thresholding
gaze-based saliency maps, so the features from areas of high visual attention were
used as foreground (salient) samples. Since there are two classes of patches (fore-
ground/background), a single classifier is trained and one probability map is created
from each image5 In the case of the PASCAL VOC dataset, we considered all classes as
relevant and after computing the class probability maps we combined them in a single
map6 (considering the max probability).

• TS-SOM - The class maps obtained by the Tree-Structured Self-Organizing Map-based
relevant image region detection method was tested only on Cats&Dogs Dataset (as we
do not have yet the maps for the PASCAL VOC dataset).

Table 1 shows different results on the Cats&Dogs Dataset obtained with different maps.
As this is a small dataset a visual vocabulary of 32 Gaussians gave already good performances
(the improvement obtained using larger vocabulary lead to a small or no improvement on
the classification accuracy in most cases). As classifier, we used the linear sparse logistic
regression of [21] and the combination of color with texture was done by late fusion (score
averaging).

CR Color Texture Combined
BSL 45.80 55.34 54.96

IF-Gaze 51.90 65.27 66.41
I&K 44.27 54.58 50.38

S-I&K 44.27 55.34 51.91
CGM 51.53 59.16 56.87

FK-PCPM 48.47 54.20 56.49
KNN 47.71 54.96 57.25

TS-SOM 42.37 56.87 51.91

Table 1: Correct classification rate (in % of categorisation accuracy) results obtained with
diverse automatic saliency estimation methods on the Cats&Dogs dataset.

Analysing the table first we can note that for this dataset the color features lead to
relatively poor results and combined with the texture, they even decrease the classification
accuracy compared to the pure texture based classification in most cases. Furthermore, none
of the proposed automatic saliency maps reach (even close) to the performances that can be
achieved with saliency obtained by an eye tracker, which shows the usefulness of integrating
an eye tracker in the classification process if available.

Concerning the automatic saliency maps, suprisingly, the best improvement over the
baseline was obtained with the simplest method, i.e. the Centered Gaussian Maps (CGM).
The classical Itti and Koch’s bottom-up method does not work at all, it even decreases the
baseline performance. We tried to improve the maps by smoothing them, but the results
were not satisfactory neither.

Finally, we tested a few more complex top-down saliency maps. The Fisher Kernel-based
Patch Class Probability Maps (FK-PCPM) was trained on the eye tracking data and used
a single class (salient) leading to a single class independent map. They allowed to improve
the color scores and the combined (colour+texture) score, but they decreased the accuracy

5Here actually we try to learn to predict the eye fixation data.
6We still need to perform the experiments where for each classifier we use a class dependent weighting

without combining the maps into a single saliency map.
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Color Texture Combined
BSL 39.28 47.62 49.06

IF-SBB 43.8 54.78 56.42
I&K 28.98 33.37 36.69

S-I&K 34.26 40.67 43.13
CGM 39.28 48.68 50.01

FK-PCPM 39.64 49.18 50.41
KNN 39.41 46.72 48.79

Table 2: Average precision for different saliency maps when training on PASCAL VOC 2008
and testing on PASCAL VOC 2007.

when texture alone was used. The results of the KNN method were similar to the FK-PCPM,
which is not suprising as the maps are similar due to the fact that we used in both cases the
Fisher Vectors of the patches as high level representations and learned saliency from them.
In contrast, the tree-structured self-organizing map-based (TS-SOM) class dependent maps
worked better on the texture (improved the baseline results), but they decreased the color
and the combined classification accuracy.

Table 2 show the results obtained on the PASCAL VOC dataset. As the database was
larger (almost 10000), here we used a larger visual vocabulary of 128 Gaussians. As classifier,
we used the kernel7 sparse logistic regression [21].

Again, we can notice that using an implicit feedback map (simulated in an oracle type
experiment with ground truth smoothed bounding boxes), we can obtain significant classifi-
cation performance increases by weighted features with location relevance. On this database,
even if color perfors worse than texture their combination generally leads to a significant
improvement of the classification accuracy, showing teh importance of the color for this
database.

Concerning the bottom-up saliency maps, again we obtain some improvement with the
Centered Gaussian Maps (CGM), but Itti and Koch’s maps lead to decreased classification
performances. The FK-PCPM top-down methods allowed for similar improvement as CGM,
but the KNN method was less performant in this case than the CGM.

3.4 Concluding Remarks

In D6.1 [7], we introduced a novel image representation in which images are modeled as
order-less sets of weighted low-level local features. We showed how this framework could be
integrated in the Fisher Kernel framework (FK). The main idea was to weight each extracted
feature based on a saliency map. We described experiments with saliency maps built from
gaze data.

In this report we described other methods to build saliency maps and compared them using
two databases, the Cats&Dogs dataset of D6.1 and the PASCAL VOC 2008/2007 datasets.
These saliency detection methods consist on bottom-up unsupervised models and supervised
top-down methods. The top-down methods and the simple CGM (a weighting scheme based
on a Gaussian placed on the centre of the images) lead to a minor improvement in visual
categorisation performance. On the other hand, the popular bottom-up method of Itti &
Koch gave results worse than the baseline method, which does not use weights from saliency
maps.

7Similar conclusions can be deduced when using a linear classifier, but the performances are in general
lower than in the case of the kernel classifier
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4 Confidence Estimation and Information Fusion

Our aim is to use some type of confidence estimation method in order to give weights to
different sources when fusing information. Visual categorisation frameworks like ours allow
information fusion to happen in any level: early (e.g. using concatenation of feature vectors,
as done in [6]), at kernel level (as done in [40, 24] and in D3.1 [15]) or with late fusion by
combining the output classifiers. In all of the above, a weight factor can be associated to
each source of information. The weights can be pre-set or learnt from training data, but for
most of the methods in the literature, once the weights are determined, they remain fixed for
new samples. We are interested in associating a confidence score to each prediction obtained
from each information source, i.e., a per-sample confidence. For this case, it is more practical
to work with late fusion.

Several methods have been proposed for confidence estimation, most of them to prune
classification results. A number of techniques have been proposed for fusion in multimodal
biometrics [1] and in multimedia applications [30, 18]. In the subsections below, we review
the methods for confidence estimation which we evaluated in this report.

4.1 Conformal Predictors

In this section we briefly review a method for producing confidence estimates for predictions
based on the idea of typicalness and conformal predictors (see e.g. [31] and [42]). In [31], the
authors propose a transductive method for providing confidence values for SVM predictions.
Essentially, the framework is based around the the idea that for an exchangeable distribution,
all possible orderings of a sequence are equally probable. Therefore, one can estimate the
randomness of a particular sequence by bounding the probability of a particular event occur-
ring. This leads to a method where for each test example, every possible label is postulated
for it and it is added to the training set (forming a new ‘sequence’). A randomness test is
then performed on the sequence and if the sequence is deemed non-random, then the test
example is ‘untypical’, and the label postulated is unlikely to be the correct one. See [42] for
more details on the motivation for this approach. Essentially however this method can be
seen as approximating a universal test for randomness and has strong connections with the
Kolmogorov complexity of a sequence.

In order to describe the approach, we first follow the transductive method for SVMs
presented in [31] and then describe the more computationally efficient Inductive Confidence
Machine (ICM) which was introduced by [27].

The transductive method follows the procedure outlined above. We assume we have some
strangeness functionA(·) which takes in a sequence of examples and labels {(x1, y1), · · · , (xl, yl)}
and for each example (xi, yi) in the sequence it outputs an associated real-valued strangeness
value αi. The important requirement for the function A is that it should be consistent; in the
sense that if the order of input examples are permuted, then so are the associated α values.
Irrespective of the order of the inputs, the function must always assign the same strangeness
value to the same input pair for a specific sequence. In [31] the authors trained a support
vector machine (SVM) on the sequence and used the α values of the Lagrange multipliers
directly as strangeness values.

Therefore, when a test example xnew is presented, it is first assigned a label of +1 and
added to the training set. An SVM is then trained on the new set and a strangeness value for
each example αi is simply the Lagrange multipliers at the SVM solution. Given that under
the exchangeability assumption all possible sequences of strangeness values are equally likely,
one can ask what the probability of the strangeness value associated with the test example,
αnew being among the largest n strangeness values is. Let α1, . . . , αl, αnew be the strangeness
values obtained, let z represent the training set plus the test example with postulated label,
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then we can define the function A as

A(z) =
#{i = 1, · · · , l : αi ≥ αnew}

l + 1
, (4)

note that this in turn is a p-value as we have [42]:

P{A(z) ≤ n} ≤ n , (5)

where n is a significance level. For a postulated label, we often refer to the output of A(z)
simply as the p-value:

p =
#{i : αi ≥ αnew}

l + 1
, (6)

Intuitively, if the test example has been given the correct label, then it is likely to be a
‘typical’ example and the associated αnew is likely to be zero (it is not a support vector).
Therefore the p-value above will be one. If however the incorrect label is assigned, the
example is likely to be a Support Vector with a high alpha-value (and incorrectly labelled
example in a cloud of points with another label); and the associated p-value will be small.

In practice, a test sample is added to the training set once with label 1 and once with
label -1, leading to two p-values: p+ and p−. One then predicts the classification associated
to the highest p-value (p1) and outputs as confidence in the prediction one minus the second-
highest p-value (1−p2). The appealing feature of this approach is that it produces a conformal
predictor8. That is, if one chooses to reject classifications at a particular confidence level, say
5%, then using the above method by only predicting those labels for which the confidence
is 95% or higher, will only result in an error equal to or less than 5%. This is due to the
p-value above being a valid test for randomness [42]. The second-largest p-value gives a value
at which we can reject the associated classification, and by Eq. (6), the probability of this
occurring is less than p2. Note that the use of Support Vector Machines here was just an
example. Any algorithm which leads to a consistent function A(·) could be used (for example,
k-Nearest Neighbour distance measures on the l + 1 sequence could be taken as strangeness
values, as they respect the permutation invariance required for consistency).

4.2 Inductive Confidence Machines

The transductive approach outlined above is often inefficient: a new classifier has to be
trained and evaluated for every label on every test point. Inductive Confidence Machines
(ICM) [27] introduced a method in which the confidence can be estimated almost as efficiently
as the underlying algorithm. Note that in the paper they focused on a regression method for
producing confidence, here however we continue to consider the classification setting.

Given a training set of attributes and labels {(x1, y1), · · · , (xl, yl)}, the training set is
separated into a training set for the algorithm {(x1, y1), · · · , (xm, ym)} with m < l, and a
calibration set {(xm+1, ym+1), · · · , (xl, yl)}. One then trains the algorithm being used (e.g.
SVMs) on the smaller training set only. Strangeness values are then obtained using the
calibration set and the test example. In the case of SVMs, one could take for example the
distance αi = yif(xi) for each point. That is, the distance from the hyperplane multiplied
by the example’s label. The procedure outlined above can then be followed: a new example
is obtained and both labels are postulated, each time (6) is used to compute the p-value.
Note here however, that no retraining is required: strangeness values are calculated from the
output of the algorithm using the calibration set and test point. Therefore this process is
much more efficient.

8Strictly speaking, here we consider non-conformal predictors, that is predictors where the label disagrees
with our base notion. This is the approach we use as it is consistent with the statistical notion of p-values in
hypothesis testing.
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For the multi-class multi-label setting considered here (where one example can belong
to many classes), we use the following approach. First we postulate all possible labels and
obtain p-values using the method described above, then p-values are ranked in descending
order p1, p2, p3, . . .. For a given rejection threshold n, we reject all labels for which pi < n
and predict the set of labels for which pi ≥ n. This gives us a conformal predictor under the
definition of Vovk [42]. If we need to reject examples rather than labels, we use the following
as a proxy. We order all test examples according to their associate p1 value (associated to
the most likely first label) and reject the lowest n% examples with the lowest p1 values. Note
that in this case, the calculation of (6) is done only over the examples with positive labels
(including the postulated one); that is, (6) becomes:

p =
#{i : αi ≥ αnew ∧ yi = 1}

l+ + 1
, (7)

where l+ is the number of positive samples y+ in the calibration set.
For the experiments presented in Section 4.6, we use the Inductive Confidence Machine

approach with two different underlying classification algorithms: a sparse Fisher discriminant
method and the sparse logistic regression method [21]. In both cases we used αi = −yi,
which intuitively produces a large output if the example is unusual (i.e. a positive value if
it is ’missclassified’) and a small output if the example is typical (i.e. the example in the
validation set which lies furthest on the correct side of the decision boundary will produce the
lowest value negative number). Sparse logistic regression is also used in our baseline classifier
in the experiments presented here and in D6.1 [7].

4.3 Model selection via nonconformity

Following the approach outlined above and presented in [42], we apply a recent algorithm for
model selection using nonconformity [13] to the VOC challenge data set. Given 20 classes of
objects we concentrate on the classification task, where we would like to predict with certain
confidence levels that our predictions exist within particular classes. Each example, however,
can exist in several classes simultaneously.

We use the shorthand notation z = (x, y) to denote an input-output pair. Let S =
{z1, . . . , z`} be the training sample and let Sv = {zv

1 , . . . , z
v
n} denote the validation set. As

mentioned in Section 4.2, we have a nonconformity measure for the SVM as follows:

A(S, z) = yf(x)

where f(·) is the function output by the SVM. By using (6), we now can obtain a p-value
using this for postulated labels of y ∈ {±1}:

εz = ε(x,y)(f, S
v) =

|{j = 1, . . . , n+ 1 : A(S, zv) ≤ A(S, z)}|
n+ 1

. (8)

As mentioned above, we are seeking to reject classifications which are below a certain thresh-
old of strangeness (for which p2 is low), and therefore we can predict the opposite classification
with high confidence. For a specific p-value threshold however, say 0.05, it may be the case
that we cannot reject either prediction at this level (both p-values are less than this value)
and therefore we have to predict the set containing both labels in order to be certain we
have included the correct one with more than 95% confidence. Obviously this is undesirable,
and we wish to make point predictions of only one label. Observe that to produce a high
confidence we are seeking to minimise:

ε̄x = min
y∈{−1,+1}

ε(x,y)(f, S
v). (9)
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and predict the opposite label. In the case of ties for this value (both labels give the same
p-value), then we predict randomly.

By using the nonconformity measure in Equation (9) we have 1− ε̄x confidence of rejecting
the class minimised for example x, or equivalently 1− ε̄x confidence of accepting the opposite
class.

Now let us move to the situation where we run the SVM over a range of parameter values.
Let T = {1, . . . , |T |} be an index set of different parameters generating |T | decision functions
f1(·), . . . , f|T |(·) from |M | different models. By minimising over these different models we
would still be finding the p-value that was most confident in rejecting the class. Therefore
we have the following p-value ε̄x(m) for example x found over |M | models:

ε̄x(m∗) = min
m∈M

min
y∈{−1,+1}

ε(x,y)(fm, S
v), (10)

where m∗ corresponds to the function ft(·) realised by the minimum. We would like to ap-
ply this model selection procedure [13] to the VOC challenge data set containing 20 (object)
classes. Therefore this minimisation would not be sufficient. Hence, denote ε̄1x(m∗), ε̄2x(m∗), . . . , ε̄20x (m∗)
as the values found using Equation (10) for each class when training the SVM using a 1-vs-
all methodology, where the true classes are considered positive (y = +1) and the remaining
classes negative (y = −1). Therefore our confidence pc

x for example x over the |M | models
for class c ∈ {1, 2, . . .} would be

pc
x =

{
1− ε̄cx(m∗) if εc(x,y=−1)(fm∗ , Sv) < εc(x,y=+1)(fm∗ , Sv)
ε̄cx(m∗) otherwise.

Given d test examples (x1, . . . , xd) and |C| = |{1, 2, . . .}| classes we can generate the
following matrix of p-values,

P =

 p1
x1

. . . p
|C|
x1

...
. . .

...
p1

xd
. . . p

|C|
xd


giving us a confidence for each example existing in a particular class. The pseudocode for
the procedure described above is given below in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Multi-class nonconformity model selection.
Input: Training samples S, validation samples Sv and |T | SVM parameters
Output: Matrix P of p-values
1: for c = 1, . . . , |C| do
2: Set class c as positive and C r {c} as negative.
3: Train |T | models (i.e., SVM) on training data S to find f1(·), . . . , f|T |(·).
4: for each test example do
5: For example x find

ε+ = min
t∈T

ε(x,y=+1)(fm, S
v)

ε− = min
t∈T

ε(x,y=−1)(fm, S
v)

6: Compute p-value:

pc
x =

{
1− ε− if ε− < ε+

ε+ otherwise.

7: end for
8: end for
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4.3.1 Fusion of p-values

We generate the following p-values for several different models:

1. SVM using Algorithm 1 for COL (svm-col-ms-pval)

2. SVM using Algorithm 1 for ORH (svm-orh-ms-pval)

3. SVM using standard conformal predictor for COL (svm-col-cp-pval)

4. SVM using standard conformal predictor for ORH (svm-orh-cp-pval)

5. SMLR using Algorithm 1 for COL (smlr-col-ms-pval)

6. SMLR using Algorithm 1 for ORH (smlr-orh-ms-pval)

7. SMLR using standard conformal predictor for COL (smlr-col-cp-pval)

8. SMLR using standard conformal predictor for ORH (smlr-orh-cp-pval)

We can fuse together any combination of these p-values. We show some of these combi-
nations in Section 4.6. The p-values for SMLR were generated without using several different
models but just a single one by ignoring the two minimisations in Algorithm 1.

4.4 Methods based on Density Estimation

The confidence estimation methods of the above sections were designed to evaluate the con-
fidence based on predictors. This section reviews some methods which analyse the samples
without taking classification predictions into account. Instead, they rely on measures related
to sample density or, more accurately, to distances between points and sets. The discrimi-
native classifiers which we use give classification scores (or posterior probability scores) for
each class, but they do not take into account how strange a new sample is w.r.t. the known
samples. In other words, a classifier outputs a high score for a sample because it falls far
from a decision boundary in the binary classification case. But this might happen because
this sample is very different from any seen sample, rather than because the classification
is trustworthy. In this case the analysis of the training sample density can give the cue
needed to estimate the confidence of the prediction in a feature space, for a given sample. So
we hypothesise that a class-independent measure of strangeness complements classification
scores.

This approach relates to novelty or outlier detection [33], in which the goal is to identify
if sample data is not related to the training set. But we are interested in “smooth” novelty
scores. Another related problem is that of density-based clustering [35, 2], in which a density
measure of sets is used to assign elements to clusters or create new clusters. Several density
measures have been proposed for this application.

Below are the measures of this type evaluated in this report:

• KNN: distance to the kth nearest neighbour. This distance can be normalised using
the maximum distance between pairs of training samples.

• Sphere: given a parameter r and a new sample x, count how many n neighbours of x
are within the distance r from x. The value of r can be computed, for instance, using
the median of distances between samples in a validation set. The confidence of sample
x is proportional to this count n.
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• SphereS: the ‘Sphere’ method can be applied for a range of different values of r
and the counts can be combined by their average. In our experiments, we tried
r = {m,m/2,m/4,m8,m/16}, where m is the median of distances between training
samples.

• Rank: first, compute d(x, xk), the distance between sample x and its kth nearest
neighbour (xk). At training time, evaluate the distances between all the pairs of training
samples and rank them. The rank of the value d(x, xk) among the distance values of
the training set should be used to estimate the confidence of x.

• Parzen: kernel density estimation (KDE) [12] is a non-parametric way of estimating
the PDF:

fh(x) =
1

T · h

T∑
t=1

K

(
x− xt

h

)
, (11)

where K is a kernel and h is the bandwidth (smoothing parameter). The kernel is
often taken to be a Gaussian with zero mean with unit variance. This method is often
referred to as the Parzen window density estimation method. Previous experiments
with Fisher have shown that the similarity measure below leads to better classification
accuracy than all of the commonly used kernels:

cosL1(x, xt) = −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ x

||x||1
− xt

||xt||1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

, (12)

where ||x||1 is the L1 norm of x. Although this is obviously not a Mercer kernel, we
refer to this measure as “cosL1 kernel” because of its analogy with 2 cos(x, xt) − 2 in
the case of the L2 norm. This measure gives values in the range [−2, 0]. We adapt
equation (11) with cosL1 by

f(x) =
1
T

T∑
t=1

1 − cosL1(x, xt)
2

. (13)

• ExpParzen: Alternatively, one can give the version below, which enhances the differ-
ence in confidence level of samples which are closer to denser areas:

f(x) =
1
T

T∑
t=1

exp (β cosL1(x, xt)) , (14)

where β > 1 is an input parameter.

Several other methods can also be used. One of the promising possibilities is the one-
class-SVM [32]. The goal is to estimate a C(α) minimum volume that contains at least a
fraction α of the probability mass. It searches for a function f that gives positive values (+1)
for a small C(α) region capturing most of the data points and -1 elsewhere. The data is
mapped into the feature space using a kernel K (e.g. RBF) that separates it from the origin
with maximum margin. The goal is to optimise:

min
α

1
2

∑
i,j

αiαjK(xi, xj) subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤
1
νl
,

∑
i

αi = 1 . (15)

Here ν ∈ (0, 1] and l is the number of data points. The distance of a test sample to the
margin detects how novel this sample is. One problem is that this method requires Mercer
kernels to enable a convex optimisation, which is not the case for the cosL1 kernel. For this
reason we did not perform experiments with this method for this report, but exploring this
possibility can be an interesting direction for future work.
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4.5 Direct Fusion Approaches

In this section we propose two simple and direct methods to combine the output of different
classifiers Cj into a final prediction. Here we consider only binary classification problems, but
the methods can be extended also to multi-class problems. We assume that for any input x
each classifier predicts a score Cj(x). The sign of the score gives the binary prediction of the
classifier, while the absolute value |Cj(x)| indicates the confidence in this prediction (high
values meaning high confidence).

Assuming that the scores Cj(x) describe the performance of the individual classifiers
reasonably well, we need to learn a fusion function F (s1, . . . , sk) = sfus, sfus ∈ R, which takes
the scores of the individual classifiers si as input and produces a fusion score sfus.

4.5.1 Learning a Fusion Function by SVMs

Since we are considering classification problems, support vector machines are an obvious
choice for learning the fusion function. This is done by transforming each training exam-
ple (xi; yi) with yi ∈ {+1,−1}, into a training example (si1, . . . , sik; yi) for the fusion SVM,
where sij = Cj(xi) is the score of classifier Cj for input xi. The fusion SVM can then be
trained on the transformed examples by any SVM training method.

In initial cross-validation experiments we found that for a good fusion function a linear
SVM was preferable. This linear SVM was rather insensitive to choices of training parameters,
unless the distribution of positive and negative training examples was very uneven. In this
case the positive examples (which are fewer) need to receive a higher weight in the SVM
objective function.

4.5.2 Optimising the average precision directly

Since retrieval performance is often measured by average precision, we also tried to optimise
this value directly. We concluded from the SVM experiments that a linear fusion function
is sufficient. Thus we optimised the weights which combine the scores from the individual
classifiers, such that the average precision on the training set is maximized. This is not
completely straight forward as the average precision as a function of the weights can be quite
erratic (e.g. Figure 8). As expected, we find in our experiments that optimising average
precision directly gives the best results for this quantity.

4.6 Fusion Experiments

Our experiments are based on the PASCAL VOC 2007 challenge [9], which contains 2501
images in the training set, 2510 in the validation set and 4952 in the test set. Each image
contains at least one object of 20 different classes. In our experiments, the method of [29] was
used as the main visual categorisation framework. This is the same method that was used as
baseline in D6.1 [7] and in Section 3 of this report. We performed classifier fusion experiments
and evaluated the results using the mean of the average precision across all the 20 categories
of this dataset, which is the evaluation method used to rank the results submitted to the
PASCAL VOC challenges 2007 and 2008.

We used two different types of image features: ORH (edge ORientation Histograms, based
on [22]) and COL (Gaussian weighted local COLour histograms). Both were extracted using
dense grids at five different scales with an overlap of 50% in the area of neighbouring patches
of the same scale. The Fisher kernels framework is applied for each feature type separately
and SLR [21] is trained. The combination between the two SLR results is done by:

S(x) = SORH(x) + SCOL(x) , (16)
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Figure 8: Average precision on the training data of class “potted plant” as a function of the
fusion weight.

where Sfeature(x) = wx + b is the classification score obtained for sample x with w and b
learned from the training set by SLR. As before, we used one classifier per category. The
above combination method is our baseline and gives a mean average precision of 54.48% for
VOC 2007.

The direct fusion approaches of Section 4.5 output a combination score directly. The other
methods output confidence measures which can be associated to prediction scores in a number
of different ways. One possibility is to associate confidence weights to the classification scores
in (16) leading to:

S(x) = αORH(x)SORH(x) + αCOL(x)SCOL(x) , (17)

where αfeature(x) is the confidence associated to sample x. This α can be class-dependent (as
with p-values) or class-independent (for density-based measures of confidence). For weights
which do not sum to one, it may be more appropriate to use the following:

S(x) =
αORH(x)SORH(x) + αCOL(x)SCOL(x)

αORH(x) + αCOL(x)
. (18)

Another possibility is to combine the inputs using the probabilities obtained by fitting a
sigmoid to the classification scores:

p(x) = pORH(x) · pCOL(x) , (19)

where
pfeature(x) =

1
1 + exp(−Sfeature(x))

. (20)

Confidence weights can be integrated by

p(x) = pORH(x)αORH(x) · pCOL(x)αCOL(x) , (21)

It is straightforward to compute α for the class-independent density estimation methods.
For the conformal predictors, we explored three possibilities:
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COL alone 45.12
ORH alone 52.91

Linear combination (Eq. 16) 54.84
Product combination (Eq. 19) 54.21

Direct fusion (Sec. 4.5.1) 55.11
Direct fusion optimising AP (Sec. 4.5.2) 55.68

Table 3: Baseline results results and results with the direct fusion methods of Section 4.5, for
PASCAL VOC 2007, in % of the mean average precision for all categories. The underlined
value is used as our main baseline in this report, the bold values highlight results that are
better than this baseline.

• Simply associating α to the confidence weight and giving an individual weight for each
class c

αc
feature(x) = pc

feature(x) . (22)

• Using the maximum confidence value across all the classes. This generates a single
value per sample, which is used across all classes to compute S(x):

αfeature(x) = max
∀c

pc
feature(x) . (23)

This means that we assume high confidence for a sample x when at least one of the
classes c gives a high confidence value pc(x).

• We can also assume that a predictor is highly confident when the predictors of all the
other classes are not very confident:

αc
feature(x) = 1 −max

∀i6=c
pi

feature(x) . (24)

This is a sensible combination method for problems in which a single label is associated
to each sample, which is not the case for many of the images in the PASCAL dataset.

Table 3 presents the baseline results obtained with each information source separately
and with the straightforward combinations. The same table also presents results with the
direct fusion methods. Notice that the result obtained by fusion as a linear combination is
better than with the product-based fusion, so we will adopt the linear combination method
for the remaining of this report.

Table 4 shows the results obtained by using the linear combination method of Eq. (17) to
combine sources. Here the α values are determined by the density-based confidence estimation
methods. Here, the parameters for KNN, Sphere, ExpParzen and Ranking methods were
determined by experiments in a validation set. Similarly, table 5 shows results obtained by
these methods with the normalisation of (18).

Notice that the different in results between normalised and non-normalised confidence
weights is very small and the best overall result was obtained without normalisation. Since
the evaluation, which is based on mean average precision, depends on a ranking of the scores
(and therefore on their magnitude), some information is lost when normalisation is applied.
For the next experiments, we do not use the normalisation of Eq. (18).

For the ICM method (Sec. 4.2), we evaluated two underlying predictors, the SLR classifier,
which is used for our baseline experiments, and two variants of the kernel-based extension of
Fisher discriminant analysis (KFDA) of [14]:

• KFDA1 uses the connection between Fisher discriminant analysis and least-squares
problem. The complexity is controlled by Lq penalty function where 0 < q ≤ 1. This
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KNN 55.26
Sphere 49.23

SphereS 51.93
Rank 54.84

Parzen 54.70
ExpParzen 55.46

Table 4: Results (% of mean AP in VOC 2007) obtained with the density-based confidence
estimation methods of Sec. 4.4 by applying them for linear combination (Eq. 17). The
highlighted results are better than the baseline of Table 3.

KNN 55.02
Sphere 53.02

SphereS 54.59
Rank 54.86

Parzen 54.79
ExpParzen 55.36

Table 5: Similar to Table 4, but with the confidence weights normalised using Eq. (18).

penalty function is well-known to have sparsity-inducing property and leads to non-
smooth formulation. The problem is solved by the majorise-minimize principle, this
gives a very simple iterative algorithm. Here, we use L1 penalty function to induce
parsimonious solutions.

• KFDAJef : in this variant, the penalty function requires a choice of regularisation
parameter which controls the degree of parsimony. This involves an extra parameter
apart from kernel parameter in the optimisation which must be found via, e.g. cross-
validation. A Jefrey’s noninformative hyperprior is adopted through a hierarchical-
Bayes interpretation of the Laplacian prior distribution. Hence, this leads to a non-
requirement of the regularisation parameter. More details can be found at [28].

Previous experiments have shown that KFDAJef outperforms KFDA1, so we do not show
results with KFDA1. Table 6 shows results of KFDAJef as a classification method for each
information source separately and for the linear combination of colour (COL) and texture
(ORH) without confidence weights (16).

Table 7 shows the results of the conformal predictors of sections 4.2 and 4.3 applied using
the linear combination scheme of (17) with class-dependent confidence values (22). For the
ICM method, we evaluated the use of both SLR and KFDAJef as the underlying predictor,
denoted by ICM+SLR and ICM+KFDAJef , respectively. The same table also shows results
obtained by the methods of 4.3.

Tables 8 and 9 shows results of the same confidence estimation methods applied using the
maximum across all classes (23) and 1−max all other classes (24).

COL alone 45.42
ORH alone 52.82

Linear combination 55.55

Table 6: Baseline results in the same format as Table 3 but using KFDAJef for classification,
instead of SLR.
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ICM+SLR 48.67
ICM+KFDAJef 22.97

svm-ms 46.71
svm-cp 50.42

smlr-ms 47.50
smlr-cp 50.59

Table 7: Results (mean AP in %) with methods based on confidence estimation with con-
formal predictors applied to (17) with class-dependent confidence values (22).

ICM+SLR 54.82
ICM+KFDAJef 50.30

svm-ms 54.84
svm-cp 54.78

smlr-ms 53.78
smlr-cp 54.77

Table 8: Similar to Table 7, but using (23) to combine the confidence values across all the
classes using the maximum.

ICM+SLR 54.93
ICM+KFDAJef 50.60

svm-ms 47.00
svm-cp 48.13

smlr-ms 46.52
smlr-cp 50.09

Table 9: Similar to Table 7, but using (24) to set the confidence for each class as 1-max of
the confidence of other classes.
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4.7 Discussion

For most of the conformal predictors of Sections 4.2 and 4.3, which give confidence values per
classifier, the best results were obtained using combination of the confidence values using the
maximum across all classes (23). The only exception is for ICM using SLR as the underlying
estimator, which in fact gave the best result among all the methods of Sections 4.2 and 4.3,
using the 1-maximum of all other classes strategy (24). Still, this result is marginally superior
to the baseline of fusion without confidence weights, indicating that the conformal predictors
were disappointing for this problem.

The KFDA classifier gave results better than the SLR for the individual features and
for the weight-less fusion. However, when KFDA was used as the underlying classifier for
ICM and this confidence score was associated to the classification score, the result was disap-
pointingly worse than that of SLR. This is probably explained by the fact that the obtained
ICM+KFDA p-values were often zero, which is probably due to overfitting to the validation
set.

Among the methods evaluated, the direct fusion methods of Section 4.5.1 gave the best
results. This is somewhat expected, since these methods directly aim at optimising the fusion
weights.

The density-based methods ExpParzen and KNN (Section 4.4) seconded the direct fusion
methods in terms of performance improvement. These are simple methods which do not
require training or pre-processing and they recycle distance computations done for the kernel
computation for classification. They complement classifiers by adding a measure of data
strangeness as a weight factor.

The obtained improvement in mean average precision was of less than 1% in our best
result (direct fusion). This is probably due to the fact that local colour and texture features
are both rich and highly complementary, making it difficult to improve over the baseline. We
expect that a more significant performance improvement will be obtained with the fusion of
more sources of information.

5 Conclusions

This report presented the progress of research done in Task 6.2 of PinView. It comprised two
branches of work.

The first one is a direct continuation of the work done in Task 6.1 about exploring saliency
maps as a measure of local feature confidence. The method developped in Task 6.1 was
evaluated with a number of alternative to eye gaze measurements, from explicit relevance
feedback using mouse-clicks to automatic saliency estimation methods. The results show that
our framework takes good profit of saliency maps if they are able to highlight the objects
of interest, which is the case for gaze data and for maps built from explicit feedback. But
the automatic methods only gave a marginal performance over the baseline without our local
feature weighting scheme. This shows that there is still room for improvement in the area of
estimating visual saliency automatically.

In the second part, we dealt with the higher level problem of fusing different sources of
information in order to improve visual categorisation. We evaluated a number of confidence
estimation methods as means to combine the output of classifiers. The direct fusion methods
gave the best result, but this was still a mild performance improvement compared to the
baseline of fusion by simply averaging out classification scores. However, we believe that the
experiments performed here will be very useful for the upcoming work if a higher number of
impormation sources is used.
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